2019 Huawei Challenge Italy
Inspiring research in mm Wave
Huawei Milan Research Center

Exploration lights the way forward
The relentless pursuit of innovation enlightens the intelligent world
We are glad to announce **2019 Huawei University Challenge in Italy**, that aims at inspiring research in mm Wave and at strengthening the relationship between outstanding young researchers in DEIB Department of Politecnico di Milano and Huawei Milan Research Center.

If you are studying for your Master degree or PhD don't miss the chance to join our contest.
You can participate with your own work or your team's research work.

You will have the opportunity to:

- Start a thesis or a research work on cutting-edge technologies in the field of Automotive RADAR – V2X, IAB & wireless networks, Robust and Efficient Millimeter waves Communications, Artificial Intelligence applied to 5G systems and applications, Sub-THz & Photonics technologies
- Share your ideas and solutions and discuss it with Huawei R&D experts
  - Build an open channel for an internship within Huawei
  - Visit our Research Centers, in Italy or abroad
- Present your work, talk with Scientists and other young engineering students
  - Be awarded with **Huawei products**!

A qualified Huawei Judging Panel will identify the best contributors for outstanding technology innovation works in the mm-Wave field who will be invited to join **High Frequency Technology Workshop** in **Politecnico di Milano** on **18 November, 2019**.

If you are interested in our initiative, please don’t hesitate to discuss your proposal with your Professor of DEIB Department, in order to start to work on your project.
We need to receive the abstract of your work before **November 14th, 2019**.

For any further information, please contact **Prof. Umberto Spagnolini** or Huawei staff writing to italychallenge@huawei.com.
Please, use the same address to send your works.
We cannot wait to meet you and your idea!
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